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Introduction
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [24] Technology Principle states that
“[t]echnology is essential in teaching and learning mathematics; it influences the mathematics that
is taught and enhances student learning’’ (p. 24). Indeed, prior research suggests that integrating
appropriate forms of technology into mathematics classrooms supports students’ learning
experiences [9, 11, 24], enhances student attitudes towards the subject of mathematics [2, 9] and
brings real-world problems into the classroom for students to explore and solve [18, 29]. This can
be done by creating an environment that promotes understanding, rather than memorization,
through visualizations [5, 24], automated calculations [15, 24] and providing students the
opportunity to explore various questions such as “what happens if...?” [5].
In this study, we investigate the effects of integrating a technology used by professionals
in an Advanced Placement (AP) Statistics course, which is designed to provide students with
college-level work while still in high school [10]. Technologies in AP Statistics course typically
involve (1) spreadsheets for analyzing data and constructing visual representations of data; (2)
multimedia materials to teach, tutor, and/or test students’ statistical knowledge and skills; (3) web
or computer-based tools/simulations to demonstrate and visualize statistical content; and (4)
graphing calculators for computation, graphing, or simulation. These technologies have some
affordances in helping students engage with content. However, they usually have a narrow
functionality which reduces opportunities for open-ended exploration and statistical power.
Several statistical software programs have been developed exclusively for helping K-12 students
explore statistics, such as Fathom [8], TinkerPlots [19], and CODAP [31]. These educational
programs are designed to be less overwhelming to students by utilizing a point-and-click, dragand-drop functionality [5, 23].
Similar to the ways in which text-based programming allows professionals to analyze
open-ended problems, text-based programming may also give students new ways to express
mathematical ideas [7, 26, 30]. However, K-12 students rarely use text-based programming
software such as R and Python in formal classrooms. Much of the studies about how students
explore statistics using text-based programming software focus on introductory statistics and data
science courses at the undergraduate level, for students who pursue mathematics or computer
science degrees [3,16, 28]. There is little research on the role that text-based programming can
play in the teaching of high school AP Statistics, even though the AP Statistics course equates to
a semester introductory college course [10]. The integration of programming into AP Statistics can
help students who may not pursue computer science develop computational thinking skills to solve
real-world problems, thereby broadening participation in computer sciences while students
develop mathematics skills. Prior work shows that text-based programming helps students gain
familiarity with appropriate graphical and numerical tools for data representation and explore how
to interpret and communicate data [20].
To better identify the effects of integrating text-based programming in the AP Statistics
classroom, we investigated how students used Python as a tool to understand mathematics content.
Python is a text-based open source programming software, with an extensive list of well-

documented packages for use in a broad variety of data-analysis activities [33]. In addition, it is a
suitable beginning language for students due to the readability of its syntax [25]. We expect that
the use of Python can support students understanding of mathematics content and create an
environment where students are excited to engage with mathematics as shown by research on
block-based programming [12, 13, 14]. However, we do not know how students will choose to
engage in a text-based programming language such as Python. Text-based programming can
change the atmosphere of a formal mathematics classroom from one where students are not
accustomed to making mistakes, to one in which mistakes lead to reflection and investigation
through debugging code [22, 29]. While studies have explored learning using text-based
programming in an informal setting [6], few studies have addressed students’ understanding of
mathematics content when using text-based programming in formal classrooms. Further, little
work has focused on students' perceptions of a text-based programming for learning and the impact
these perceptions have on their learning [34]. To address these gaps in prior work, we investigate
whether students can understand targeted mathematics content using a text-based programming
language (research question 1) and how students perceive text-based programming as a tool to
learn mathematics content (research question 2).
Methods
In this study, a high school statistics teacher and computer education researcher built a
Python-integrated AP statistics unit together over the summer. The teacher identified a lesson on
descriptive statistics that could be tailored to coding activities. The teacher showed a willingness
to learn coding and was comfortable with debugging when a code error occurred. During the fall,
the teacher implemented the unit in two class periods over two weeks. A total of 53 students
participated. 39% of students were female (21 female, 30 male, and 2 non-binary) and 22% of
students identified as either African American or Hispanic (9 Black, 3 Hispanic, 37 White, 3 Asian,
1 Other). During each 42-minute class period, each student used their own laptop and worked in
groups of 3-4.
Because many students in the high school classroom do not have the prerequisite skills in
text-based programming, we scaffolded students’ use of Python in a series of lessons using the
Python libraries, Pandas [21] and Matplotlib [17], and Jupyter notebooks [32]. The Jupyter
notebooks for each lesson served as an interface to modify, debug, and re-execute code on a given
data set. We structured the notebooks so that the set-up time between teacher and student would
be minimal to support a smooth transition into Python. The notebooks provided comments
embedded within code and carefully sequenced problems to scaffold students through each lesson.
The lessons that used Python built off of one another, allowing students to gain more confidence
with Python and fluency with the mathematics content over time.
The unit focused on descriptive statistics, measures of central tendency, and measures of
variability. These topics are from the Exploring One-Variable Data Unit 1 skills in the College
Board AP Statistics standards [1]. The unit consists of five lessons, which are detailed below.

Lesson 1: Students received a dataset of gas prices at various gas stations. Students used
calculators and their prior knowledge of descriptive statistics to make decisions about the amount
of money they should budget for gasoline. Students were then prompted to explain the reasoning
for their budget using the data set.
Lesson 2: Students begin to familiarize themselves with Jupyter notebook and various
Python commands/functions. They receive a dataset and run Python code in the notebooks (Figure
1) to generate tables and plots (Figure 2). First, students generate a descriptive table and interpret
the statistical values (mean, standard deviation, and quartiles). Then, students generate a boxplot
and identify what the length of the "box"” shows as well as what descriptive statistics are not
shown on the boxplot. Lastly, they plot a histogram, describe the distribution (shape, center,
spread, outliers), and identify the descriptive statistics not shown on the histogram. In order to
interpret data, students manipulated the data in their tables and plots by changing the quartile labels
(25%, 50%, and 75%) in the descriptive table to the names of those quartiles (lower, median,
upper). To further familiarize themselves with the code, students changed the color and bin count
of the histogram and adjusted the x-and-y limits on the plots. Students submitted all tables and
plots.
Lesson 3: Students engaged in an unplugged activity to learn about the formula for sample
standard deviation by writing a “pseudo code” or procedure for calculating sample standard
deviation from a given dataset. Students test their pseudocode and compare their output to the
output of the graphing calculator. If the outputs do not match, they must “debug their code” until
it matches the calculator’s output. After writing the correct code, students answered some followup questions about standard deviation.
Lesson 4: Students analyze one of five datasets that may relate to their lives such
as number of Instagram followers, daily hours spent on cell phone, and hours spent studying. In
this lesson, only part of the code is written (see Figure 3). Students have to use code from lesson
2 and debug the code throughout the notebook for results. Students first generate descriptive tables
and make a prediction of the histogram shape using the mean and median from the tables. Students
then plot the histogram, adjust bin widths, describe various distributions, and explain which bin
width best fit the dataset and why. Finally, students produce a boxplot. They interpret the
descriptive statistics shown on a boxplot versus a histogram and discuss the pros and cons of
boxplots. Students submitted all tables and plots.
Lesson 5: Before this lesson, students from both class periods completed a survey,
including questions about their height, Instagram followers, daily hours spent on cell phone, and
hours spent studying. The teacher compiled datasets by period and asked students to make
comparisons between the two class periods. As in lesson 4, students have to complete and debug
the code (Figure 4). Students plotted descriptive tables, histograms, and boxplots to compare the
two class periods. Then, they interpreted the standard deviations and distributions (shape, center,
spread, outliers) of the two class periods. Finally, students removed values in both of the datasets
that are closest and farthest from the mean. After each change, they rerun the code to produce

descriptive tables, to help them observe and interpret changes to standard deviation as well as how
standard deviation relates to the mean. Students submitted all tables and plots.

Figure 1. Python code embedded in Jupyter Notebook, provided to students in lesson 2.

Figure 2: Example of tables and plots submitted after running the python code in lesson 2.

Figure 3: Partly written Python code embedded in Jupyter Notebook, provided to students in lesson
4.

Figure 4: Partly written Python code embedded in Jupyter Notebook, as provided to students in
lesson 5.

Data Analysis
We investigated our research questions using students’ work in the three lessons that
involve Python (lesson 2, 4, and 5). First, we analyzed students’ understanding of mathematics
content using Python (research question 1) through artifacts of student work (e.g., plots) and
students’ responses to questions about statistics. Second, we analyzed student’s perception of using
Python to understand mathematics content (research question 2) using students’ reflective
responses from lesson 4 and 5. The reflective responses asked students to summarize what they
learned, enjoyed, and did not enjoy during the lessons. One researcher qualitatively coded 43
reflective responses based on response similarity. All reflective responses were first coded into
three categories: Like Python, Did Not Like Python, or Neither, if responses do not fall in either of
the Like/Did Not Like Python categories. In addition, students expressed two more themes,
specifically that they Learned Content and felt Confused/Frustrated when engaging with Python
for mathematics content. The code Learned Content is applied if students explicitly made reference
to a concept from the lesson and/or correctly explained what they learned. Confused/Frustrated is
coded if the students specifically mention any confusion or frustration.
Results
Below, we first report students’ responses to questions in lesson 2, 4, and 5 to assess
students’ understanding of mathematics content (research question 1). In our analysis, we found
that some students were absent from some lessons or did not complete lessons even if they were
in class. Thus, for each of the lessons below, we analyzed data for submitted questions and report
percent completion for each lesson.
Students’ Understanding of Mathematics Content
In lesson 2, of 51 students in class that day, 92% of students completed more than 70% of
the lesson, or about 10 out of the 14 questions. All students submitted correct descriptive tables,
box-plots, and histograms. Figure 5 shows all correct and incorrect student responses by question.
Results showed that most students correctly interpreted the values for mean, standard deviation,
and quartiles. Most students were also able to describe the distribution (shape, center, spread,
outliers) of the histogram. However, students struggled on questions about the boxplot. More
students were unable to identify the information (descriptive statistics) shown on a boxplot and
what the box length of boxplot represents.
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Figure 5: Lesson 2 correct and incorrect responses to questions regarding measures of spread and
central tendency, the shape of histograms distribution, and interpretations of plots (table, boxplot
and histograms).
In lesson 4, of 44 students in class that day, 80% of students completed more than 70%, or
7 out of the 10 questions in the lesson. All students submitted correct descriptive tables, box-plots,
and histograms. Figure 6 shows all correct and incorrect student responses by question. The
majority of students (n = 21) were able to correctly predict the shape of the histogram distribution
before plotting using values of the mean and median from the descriptive table. In their responses
to open-ended questions, students could describe the distribution of a histogram and decide on an
appropriate number of bins for the given data set. Students could also identify how a histogram
can be interpreted in various ways depending on the bin count. For example, one student stated: “I
could see how the data changes when you change the bins, which can deceive people about the
data.” In addition, the majority of students (n = 26) were able to identify the information shown
on a boxplot, even though most students were unable to answer this question in lesson 2. Students
could also identify pros and cons of boxplots. For example, a student stated: “The pro is that you
can see the min, max, median, IQR, outliers, Q1, and Q3 in a fairly simple graph. The con is that
you can’t see the frequency of each data point or the variability within the IQR. You also can’t see
the mean and standard deviation.”
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Figure 6. Lesson 4 correct and incorrect responses to questions regarding the shape of histogram
distribution based on median and mean and interpretations of plots (table, boxplot and histograms).
In lesson 5, of 47 students in class that day, 43% of students were able to complete more
than 70% of the lesson, or 7 out of the 10 questions. Log data shows that the students who
completed lesson 5 spent more than 42 minutes, the time of a class period, which means that they
completed the lesson after class. All submitted descriptive tables, box-plots, and histograms were
correct. Figure 7 shows most students were able to accurately answer the questions in lesson 5.
Students could describe distributions (shape, center, spread, outliers) and compare their data to
another class as exemplified by one student: “The spread in period one is much larger due to an
outlier of 25. This caused the graph of period one to be skewed to the right. In period two the
spread is smaller and skewed to the left. There are no outliers.” Further, most students could
accurately discuss how adding and removing a point closest to the mean affected the standard
deviations. For example, one student stated: “If [a data point] was close to the mean it wouldn't
have a big effect. However, if we had removed an outlier, like 40 the STD would change”.
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Figure 7. Lesson 5 correct and incorrect responses to questions regarding the shape of the
distribution and effect of removing data values.

Students’ Perceptions of Programming
In this section, we discuss reflective responses from lesson 4 and 5 to identify how students
perceived programming with Python to learn mathematics content (research question 2). Recall
that in these responses, students summarized what they learned and discussed what they liked and
did not like about the lesson.
In lesson 4, 30 students submitted reflective responses. Figure 8 shows that the majority of
the students (n = 17) stated they liked using Python in this lesson for example, a student stated: “I
used descriptive values to guess at the shape and SOCS. I also compared the usefulness of boxplot and histograms and what info they both give. I liked it. It wasn’t that confusing, and it is useful
information for the future when I have to decide which one (graph) to use in different situations.”
Four students mentioned not liking Python, and three of these students explained that Python was
frustrating and became confused. For example, one student stated: “I disliked it because it was
frustrating and was not properly working for me. However, I learned more about boxplots/histograms.” The remaining 9 students did not mention liking Python or not. Regarding other
themes, Figure 9 shows that only six students stated they were confused/frustrated by python, and
most students (n = 23) stated they learned content and could correctly identify the target content
for the lesson (e.g., “We learned [the] value of histogram vs box-plot and how scale [bin counts]
of histogram impacts how the data is shown. I liked this lesson.”)
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Figure 8. Students’ reflective responses in lesson 4 on whether they liked or disliked Python
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Figure 9. Students’ reflective response in lesson 4 on whether they Learned Content or was
Confused/Frustrated.
In lesson 5, 13 students submitted reflective responses. Figure 10 shows that some students
liked the lesson (n = 3), but more students (n = 5) did not like this lesson. For example, a student
stated: “I thought that there were a lot of issues with the code and that it was overly time consuming
for what we actually got out of it. The code sometimes just didn’t work, or we would spend a lot
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of time fixing simple issues that didn’t teach us anything about statistics, which was frustrating.”
Figure 11 shows that some students (n = 5) learned content but most students were
confused/frustrated (n = 9) with the lesson. For example, one student stated: “Some steps were not
working, and I had to ask for a lot of help from outside resources. However, I learned how mean,
median, and skewness are all related as well as standard deviation.” Overall, students recognized
the benefits of this lesson, but was also confused, as stated by this student: “I learned how to graph
different real-world data. I liked seeing real information in a visual manner as it helped me
understand it better. I was a little confused, however, with some of the instructions for the coding.”
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Figure 10. Students’ reflective responses in lesson 5 on whether they Liked or Disliked Python.
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Figure 11. Students’ reflective response in lesson 5 on whether they Learned Content or was
Confused/Frustrated
Discussion
This study provided some preliminary evidence about integrating a text-based
programming language in a formal high school AP statistics class. When scaffolded to novice
learners, text-based programming can assist with the teaching of mathematics content. We
scaffolded Python-integrated lessons by embedding hints that guide students in generating their
results (e.g. tables, boxplots and histograms) and questions that reflect on topics covered in each
lesson. This scaffolding may encourage students to conduct their own explorations with less
structure and support from the teacher.
Overall, our results suggested that most students showed an understanding of distributions
in context (shape, center, spread, outliers), due to students having the opportunity to explore the
data sets in depth. For example, allowing students to think more about the effect of bin size in a
histogram, through them making adjustments. Through this process students see how different
graphs of the same data can provide different information and interpretations [27]. We also
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observed that, in Lesson 2, some students struggled with interpreting what is shown or not shown
on boxplots, but by Lesson 4, most students could interpret the difference between information
shown on a boxplot versus a histogram. This growth of understanding could be due to students
being repeatedly prompted to interpret box-plots and histograms after plotting.
Students’ reflective responses on lessons 4 and 5 suggest that they enjoyed using Python
to create multiple data visuals of real-world datasets. Students also enjoyed the opportunity to
make various adjustments to the code to observe changes in data representation. Python allows
students to easily make adjustments to data and immediately see the effect of their choices such as
bin size in a histogram. Students also liked being able to explore datasets through multiple visual
representations (i.e., histogram, boxplot, descriptive table). In the future, additional prompting may
help students reflect on the affordances of automatic plotting of visual representations to better
understand and experience the practice of doing statistical analysis [4] in a text-based
programming language.
Additional prompts may also help students have better perceptions about Python as a tool
to understand the mathematics content covered. One student reported that Python did not make
statistics easier for them to understand. The students sometimes had difficulty understanding how
the Python worked, which led to some frustration, especially when they get syntax errors. Although
most of the code in the lesson was written and only required students to make minor modifications,
students were not fully confident in debugging and interacting with the code. This is unsurprising
because most of the students have not been exposed to programming, so they may require an
introduction of the tool. In future implementations we would add questions about the debugging
process such as, “how did you determine what to change in the python code when you got the
error?” as well as a class discussion about how to debug code. In addition, students could receive
opportunities to share their code with each other and provide feedback.
The results overall suggest that a statistics lesson that integrates Python can be an effective
technology when implemented in a formal high school classroom. However, because students
struggled with Python, we suggest that future iterations include more class time to engage students
in programming practices. Recall that the first lesson using Python only required students to click
through the code and get automatic results. However, in lesson 4 and 5, students had to write and
debug a part of the code to produce results. This may explain why we observed that, as the lessons
began to get harder and longer, the students were less likely to finish. Teachers could provide
students with additional time to finish or spread lessons across multiple class periods. In addition,
teachers can also consider how to engage students in deeper reflections about their understanding
at the intersection of mathematics and programming. For example, adding explicit discussion and
reflections about mathematics with and without programming may help students recognize the
value of using Python for solving real-world problems in statistics.

Conclusion
Taken together, our findings suggest that integrating a text-based programming language,
Python, in a high school mathematics course can engage students with real-world data analysis
without hindering their understanding of mathematics content. Although Python can support more
student-driven and open-ended explorations, teachers must be cautious when using it, particularly
in the K-12 classrooms, because students can become frustrated by the debugging process. Our
study presents one promising example of how Python can be embedded in a high school statistics
course to help students understand mathematics and share the power of programming with students
who would not normally engage with Python code.
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